
Product details:

 Model name:  High quality professional hair curling tongs F998G
 Auto shut off:  60 minutes when don't touch it
 Highest temperature:  Max temperature 210C
 Advantage:  Nano ceramic barrel for create curls and waves
 Logo:  Silk screen printing
 Certification:  CE, Rohs, CCC, CB
 Usage:  Salon usage or Home usage
 MOQ:  1-100,000pcs
 Warranty:  PTC for 2 year
 Service type:  Private label, OEM/ODM
 Main market:  Western Europe, North America, Middle East
 Payment term:  T/T, L/C, Paypal, Western Union

Catalogue product F998G:
F998G is a professional hair curling iron with stabilzied temperature to 210C, salon use Hair curler with PTC
heaters makes most safe temperature control.
Nano ceramic coating barrel with different diameter, great for creating  perfect curl and waves effect.

 
Other barrel size for hair curling iron F998G:
FBT is a professional hair curling tongs factory, here is 6 different barrel diameter for optional such as: Φ13mm,
Φ19mm, Φ22mm, Φ25mm,Φ28mm,Φ32mm,
For create tighter, bouncier curls, wind smaller sections of hair around the barrel. For loose, bouncy curls, larger
sections of hair around the barrel.

The barrel is customized such as chrome color and titanium color.



PVC gift box for hair curler wand F998G:
Here is the PVC window gift box, with black velvet inner stand. This is one of the popular package which be
loved by most client because of the fashion design and high end material. We  accept your exclusive design if
the quantity of the order can reach to 1,000pcs.

Marketing selling points of the hair curling tongs F998G:
* Large 32 mm nano ceramic barrel for big curls and soft waves;
* Salon quality performance with ultra fast heat up to 210°C;
* Ceramic wand, create smooth, shiny and silky result, helped reduce fly away and frizz;
* 9 feet 360 angle free swivel power cord with hanging loop, operate it simply;
* 60 minutes auto shut off when appliance stop working;
* High quality PTC heater Instant even heat-up and recovery, allows you to begin straightening hair after 60s;
* Fashion silicon ring temperature indicator from red to white when ready;



Packaging & delivery:

Packaging details:

* PVC sleeve gift box
* Size of GB: 12.5*31*6.5cm
* 20pcs/ctn
* Size of carton: 58.8*38.5*26cm
* G.W: 16.50 KG
* N.W: 9.50 KG
* 1*20GP=13750pcs
* 1*40GP=27250pcs

Delivery terms:  Sample express by express, large quatity by sea or by air

How to use:
Hair care Heated PTC curling iron F998G  is good for  curling and waves. Here is some useful step for hair
styling.
First of all, we need to wash your hair and blow dry, brush your hair nice and smooth.
1, Plug in and press the “on” button to the desired heat setting
2, Desired heat is reached when red indicator flashes(90 seconds)
3. Part your hair into several sections,
4. Grab a small section of hair , and wrap your hair around the iron from roots to middle of your hair, slightly
open clamp and get your way down little by little until the end of the tip.
Go ahead and gently release the section hair, using your finger comb this section, then the natural wave comes
with you.
5. Repeat the same process, until all the section is finished .
6. Finishing the Lightly spray hairspray to give your curls hold.



 

The curling wand you may interested in:
Salon use professional tourmaline nano hair tongs magic spiral for short and long hair, F998A, hair curler
tourmaline ceramic, it's the high quality product with fasion 4 light digital temperature readout and an metal
stand for safe stand when stop using, 360° free swivel cord for comfortable usage.consistent heat, which is heat
up very fast, used best quality Korea nano ceramic powder, advanced technologh, it can eliminate frizz hair.


